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1 Introduction
This document describes how to use the IEC 61131 (PLC) eNode Designer Module to configure SystemCORP’s
IEC 61131 PLC ADH Application within the eNode Designer.
The IEC 61131 PLC module configures the PLC inputs and outputs data and commands, and exports OpenPCS
project
files.

1.1

Scope

This document is divided into 3 major sections:
•

General Description;

•

Configuration Guide; and

•

Reference Guide

1.2
[1]

1.3
ADH
N/A
PLC

Document Reference
Document Title: eNode Designer User Manual: 197-0100
Revision: Version 1.00 or later

List of Abbreviations
= Application Data Hub
= Not Applicable
= Programmable Logic Controller
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2 General Description
The IEC 61131 (PLC) module is used to configure the PLC target application and to generate OpenPCS project
files allowing the user to define fully customisable logic on all inputs and output data and commands.

2.1

General Screen Description

An example of the “PLC Input Data” tab in the IEC61131 (PLC) module is shown below to help describe the layout
of the screen.

1

2

3

4

Figure 2-1 - Example screen

1

Run frequency – The duration that the PLC waits after running through all logic before it will run again, in
milliseconds (ms).

2

Export OpenPCS Project – Exports an OpenPCS project preconfigured with the input/output data provided
using the IEC61131 (PLC) module.

3

Launch OpenPCS Project – This button will directly open the previously exported OpenPCS project if it
exists. If there is no OpenPCS project, the user will be prompted to locate one.

4

Data and Commands Tabs – These tabs separate the input and output data and commands. Each tab is
configured independently using the very similar methods.
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3 Configuration Guide
3.1

Adding the IEC61131 (PLC) Module in eNode Designer

To add an IEC 61131 (PLC) module in eNode Designer, right-click the device for use to bring up the menu, hover
the cursor above Add ADH Application then left-click IEC 61131 (PLC). This will add an IEC 61131 (PLC) module
to the device.

Figure 3-1 – Adding an IEC61131 Module in eNode Designer
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Adding and Modifying Data References and Commands

The adding, modifying and removal of data references and commands is carried out using the associated tabs
within the module’s main window.

3.2.1

Adding PLC Input Data References

Data input to the PLC comes from existing data points in the system. These data points must already be available
in the system in order to add references to them. Typically other “client”-applications supply information which the
PLC can then use.

Figure 3-2 - Adding a PLC Input Data Reference
To add PLC Input Data references. Left-click the PLC Input Data tab, then left click Add Reference at the bottom of
the screen. This will bring up the Add Reference dialogue box shown below.

Figure 3-3 - Add Reference Dialouge Box
Select the necessary points by left-clicking each of the boxes in the Map column. Multiple points can be selected
and added at one time as shown in the image above. Points can only be mapped once to the PLC. If a point in the
list is currently mapped, its associated tick box will be surrounded by grey and cannot be ticked. Once all the
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required points have been selected, Left-click the OK button to add them to the PLC Input Data. For more
information on the various columns and their contents see Main Table Columns in the Reference Guide.

3.2.2

Adding PLC Input Commands

PLC Input commands refer to commands that the PLC must process. The PLC defines these points so that other
“server”-like applications can reference them, and send the command through via the ADH.
To add PLC Input Commands left-click the PLC Input Commands tab. Then left-click the Add button at the bottom
left. This will bring up the Add Data Points dialogue box.

Figure 3-4 Adding PLC Input Commands

Figure 3-5 Add Data Point Dialouge Box
To add a new data point, enter a Tag and Description. Then select a Data Type and an Exchange Type from the
drop down menus. A preview of this new point will be shown in real time in the Preview section. Once satisfied with
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the points configuration. Left-click OK to add the point. Multiple points can be added and organised by making use
of the Auto Increments Counters. For details, see Using Counters. For more information on the various columns
and their contents see Main Table Columns in the Reference Guide.
Data points can also be added one at a time using the “+1” button. This will copy the selected data point (or a
default point)’s basic information and auto-complete a new name.

3.2.3

Adding PLC Output Data

PLC output data refers to data that the PLC itself will generate and feed in to the rest of the eNode Designer system.
To add PLC Output Data left-click the PLC Output Data tab. Then left-click the Add button at the bottom left. This
will bring up the Add Data Points dialogue box.

Figure 3-6 Adding PLC Output Data
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Figure 3-7 Add Data Points Dialouge Box
To add a new data point, enter a Tag and Description. Then select a Data Type from the drop down menus. A
preview of this new point will be shown in real time in the Preview section. Once satisfied with the points
configuration. Left-click OK to add the point. Multiple points can be added and organised by making use of the Auto
Increments Counters. For details, see Using Counters. For more information on the various columns and their
contents see Main Table Columns in the Reference Guide.

3.2.4

Adding PLC Output Commands

PLC output commands refer to commands which already exist in the system. When the PLC logic generates a
command, it is sent to the appropriate referenced destination.

Figure 3-8 - PLC Output Commands
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To add command references, left click Add Reference at the bottom of the screen. This will bring up the Add
Reference dialogue box shown below

Figure 3-9 Reference Dialouge Box

Select the necessary points by left-clicking each of the boxes in the Map column. Multiple points can be selected
and added at one time as shown in the image above. Points can only be mapped once to the PLC. If a point in the
list is currently mapped, its associated tick box will be surrounded by grey and cannot be ticked. Once all the
required points have been selected, Left-click the OK button to add them to the PLC Input Data. For more
information on the various columns and their contents see Main Table Columns in the Reference Guide.
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Modifying Multiple Points at Once

Changes can be made en masse by selecting the rows and using the Modify Selected Points button beneath the
table. This allows the user to set, for example, all of the selected rows to use a certain data type without changing
each item individually.
Select the rows you want to change, and then press the Modify Selected Points button beneath the table. It will
generate the following window.

1

2

3

4

5
Figure 3-10 - Modify data points window example
1

Original table data – Shows the original table data.

2

Preview – Shows the new table data that will be used if the modifications are accepted. These fields update
according to the contents of (3).

New values – The new values for the table cells. “[N]” can be used to maintain the original value of the cell,
and the auto-incrementing counters [X], [Y] and [Z] can be used to add numbers. For details, see Using
Counters.
3

4

Counter properties – Sets the initial values and step amounts of the counters [X], [Y] and [Z].

5

OK button – to accept the modifications.
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Using Counters

The following is a full example showing how auto-increment works. The example given shows the IEC 60870-5104 window, however the IEC 61131 (PLC)’s auto-increment works in the same way.

2

3

4

1

Figure 3-11 - Using auto increment

1

Number of Rows can be altered to set the number of data points or commands created from the New values
section. As shown in the example above, five data points/commands are created and shown in the preview
section as the Number of Rows is set to 5.

When using the auto increment counters. Each auto-increment counter can be defined to “start at” and “step by”
any integer amount – there is one section per counter where there values can be changed. Adjusting Start At will
change the value that the first data point receives. Adjusting Step By adjusts the value that the second and
subsequent values will be incremented by.
2

In this example, the [X] counter has been used. The Start At value has been set to 0 and the Step By value
has been set to 2. This results in the values seen in the preview section.

It is also possible to include a number within the square brackets and before the X, Y or Z while using auto
increment. This will produce values that contain the entered number of digits. Any digits that are not taken up by
the value determined by the Start At and Step By values will be shown as 0s.
3

In this example, the [Y] counter has been used with the integer 4 to indicate the number structure. This
results in the values shown in the preview section.

4

In this example, the [Z] counter has been used. The Start At and Step By values have been left at default,
this results in the values shown

If no auto increment value is entered in any field, each data point/command field value will be created the same
with the exception of Tag and the object address field (in this case the IOA). The first new data point’s Tag value
will represent what was entered in the New value section and the subsequent data points will contain the initial Tag
value followed by an underscore and a number incrementing by one from 1 onwards. (Example: tag, tag_1, tag_2
etc.). This is an artefact of eNode Designer ensuring all data point tag names are unique.
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Exporting and Launching OpenPCS Project

Export OpenPCS Project and Launch OpenPCS Project appear at the top of the IEC 61131 (PLC) module.

1

2

3

Figure 3-12 - Export and Launch OpenPCS Project

1
2

3

Export OpenPCS Project – Left-clicking this button will use the module’s data point information to generate
an OpenPCS project. For more information see 3.3.1 Exporting an OpenPCS Project.
Launch OpenPCS Project – Left-clicking this button will launch the current OpenPCS project associated
with this module. If there is no known project, or the project has moved, it will prompt the user to locate
one.
Open Project Folder – Left-clicking this button will open the OpenPCS project folder with the file browser.
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Exporting an OpenPCS Project

To export an OpenPCS project containing data from the IEC61131 (PLC) module, left-click the Export OpenPCS
Project Button. This will bring up a Save dialogue box.
Browse to a location where the PLC project will be saved. Usually the initial contents of the directory should be
empty. You can create a new directory using the save dialog box if required.

1

2

Figure 3-13 - Export Dialog
1

Create new directory – Left-click this button to create a new directory at the current location.

2

Save – Left-click to save and export the new project.

Several files are generated by eNode Designer when exporting an OpenPCS Project. These are shown in the figure
below.

Figure 3-14 - OpenPCS project file structure
•
•
•

$ENV$, $GEN,
o Environment information required by OpenPCS
PLC.VAR
o The PLC project file which can be opened directly with OpenPCS.
source

PLC.GEN
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o

•

•
•

•

3.3.2

Contains the PLC logic. The first time a project is exported, one default file of each PLC
programming language will be placed in this directory.
ADHSymbols.poe
o Contains all the input and output data and commands information in the format required by
OpenPCS.
ADHSymbols.poe.bak
o If re-exporting over an existing project, the old ADHSymbols.poe file is backed-up to this file.
External.txt
o Contains all the ADHSymbols.poe information in a format usable by the PLC logic variables VAR
EXTERNAL section.
eNodeDesignerProject.edp
o A copy of the eNode Designer project at the time of export.

Launching the OpenPCS Project

Once a project has been exported, it can be opened at any time by left-clicking the Launch OpenPCS Project
button. This will open OpenPCS and load the project with the last exported configuration. Changes that have been
in eNode Designer since the last export will not be reflected in OpenPCS when launching the project until a new
export has been completed.

3.3.3

Modifying the eNode Designer Configuration after OpenPCS Export

After the OpenPCS project has been exported, it is still possible to edit the eNode Designer project to change the
data point information, which can lead to inconsistencies for the PLC program. Any changes to the PLC module’s
data points means that a new OpenPCS project must be exported.
When exporting changes to the OpenPCS project, eNode designer will prompt the user to choose the save location.
The save location of the current project will show first automatically. If the user chooses to save the project with the
same name in the same location, eNode will ask for permission to overwrite the current file. This will only overwrite
the input/output data and commands defined in the ADHSymbols.poe file. This process will not overwrite any
logic that has been configured using OpenPCS.
When modifying the project with eNode designer, the only files that are modified are ADHSymbols.poe,
ADHSymbols.poe.bak, eNodeDesignerProject.edp and External.txt. When an existing project is modified, eNode
Designer will create the ADHSymbols.poe.bak file as a copy of the existing ADHSymbols.poe. This is a back-up if
changes need to be reverted.
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4 Linking with OpenPCS
4.1

Principals

Each eNode Designer data point in the module creates a set of inputs and/or outputs for the PLC. Exactly what is
produced depends on the data point.
Each data point in eNode Designer has a value and a set of quality flags. A selection of this information is made
available to the PLC when the project is generated.

4.1.1
•
•

4.1.2

Data Point Values
Data point value
o PLC object name: “{tag}_Value”
o Data type: Matches the type selected in eNode Designer. E.g. Boolean, integer or float.
Data point quality flags:
o PLC object names: “{tag}_{XX}” where {XX} is the short name of the flag
o Data type: Boolean
o IV: Invalid
▪ Value is invalid or unknown
o OLD: Out-dated
▪ Value is out of date, it may have changed since the last notification
o SB: Substituted
▪ Value has been substituted
o OV: Overflow
▪ Value is too large or too small to be represented in the given format, or is outside a
predefined range

Command Point Values

Each command point in the PLC has special indicators so that the PLC logic has full knowledge and control. This
includes five values for “Full-detail” commands, and two values for “Simple” commands.
4.1.2.1

Full Detail Commands

Selected PLC output commands and all PLC input commands are full-detail commands.
•
•

•

•

•

Data object value
o PLC object name: “{tag}_Value”
o Data type: Matches the type selected in eNode Designer.
Command Trigger
o PLC object name: “{tag}_CmdTrigger”
o Data type: Boolean
o Raised high when a command is triggered
Command Type
o PLC object name: “{tag}_CmdType”
o Data type: USINT (Unsigned 8-bit integer)
o 0 = Select, 1 = Operate, 2 = Cancel.
Command Response Trigger
o PLC object name: {tag}_CmdRespTrigger”
o Data type: Boolean
o Raised high when a command response is triggered
Command response value:
o PLC object name: “{tag}_CmdRespValue”
o Data type: SINT (Signed 8-bit integer)
o Response code where 0 means success, and every other value is a failure code.
o For PLC output commands, the ADH handler sets this to -1 for command rejected, and -2 for
command timeout.
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Simple Commands

Simple commands exist to simplify the creation of commands to the PLC programmer, at the cost of some control.
Simple commands are available only for PLC output commands.
When the simple command’s value changes, the command is generated and sent through the ADH automatically
by the application running on the target platform. It takes care of all the required select/operate and cancel steps
automatically. This allows commands to be generated as easily as changing a data point value.
There are two additional required parameters for simple commands in eNode Designer:
• Attempt Count
o This specifies how many times a command should be send if the command is rejected.
o A value of zero (0) means it should be retried an unlimited number of times.
• Retry Period (ms)
o The amount of time in milliseconds to wait between a command failing and it being re-attempted.
It has two PLC data objects:
• Data object value
o PLC object name: “{tag}_Value”
o Data type: as selected in eNode Designer
o Whenever this value changes, a command is sent through the ADH.
• Command response value
o PLC object name: “{tag}_CmdRespValue”
o Data type: SINT (Signed 8-bit integer)
o Response code where 0 means success, and every other value is a failure code. The ADH handler
sets this to -1 for command rejected, and -2 for command timeout.
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PLC Input Data

This is an example of PLC input data. It includes two referenced data points as seen in eNode Designer, and their
representations in OpenPCS. This includes the data point value and quality flags as described in 4.1.1.

1
A
B
2

A

B

Figure 4-1 - PLC Input Data in eNode Designer and OpenPCS
1

eNode Designer Extract – Data points as seen in eNode Designer.

2

OpenPCS ADHSymbols Extract – Data points as seen in OpenPCS.
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PLC Output Data

This is an example of PLC Output Data. It includes two data points generated by the PLC which can then be mapped
to the rest of the eNode Designer system. This includes the data point value and quality flags as described in 4.1.1.
1
A
B
2

A

B

Figure 4-2 - PLC Output Data in eNode Designer and OpenPCS

1

eNode Designer Extract – Data points as seen in eNode Designer.

2

OpenPCS ADHSymbols Extract – Data points as seen in OpenPCS.
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PLC Input Commands

This is an example of PLC input commands. It includes two command points which can be referenced by other
applications, who will then forward it to the PLC via the ADH. This includes the command point value, triggers and
codes as described in 4.1.2.
1
A
B
2
A

B

Figure 4-3 - PLC input commands in eNode Designer and OpenPCS

1

eNode Designer Extract – Data points as seen in eNode Designer.

2

OpenPCS ADHSymbols Extract – Data points as seen in OpenPCS.
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PLC Output Commands

This is an example of PLC output commands. It includes two commands points which reference existing points in
other applications. When the output command is generated, it is forwarded to the ‘owner’ of the command point.
There is an example of a simple command and a full-detail commands. It includes their OpenPCS counterparts as
described in 4.1.2.

1
A
B
2
A

B

Figure 4-4 - PLC output commands for eNode Designer and OpenPCS

1

eNode Designer Extract – Data points as seen in eNode Designer.

2

OpenPCS ADHSymbols Extract – Data points as seen in OpenPCS.
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5 Configuring OpenPCS
A PLC project contains “device” and “connection” information which define the target and how to communicate with
it. When a PLC project is exported from eNode Designer for the first time, default values are defined automatically.
The device is the ADH smart grid application, and connection is of the form:
• {IP-address}@23042
o Example: “192.168.1.30@23042”
To define the target connection, you can either create a communication object with the same name in OpenPCS or
change the connection to one which is already created.

5.1

Defining a connection

A connection defines how to communication with a target. With the ADH, this is performed by specifying the IP
address and port number to connect to.
Open the connections window in OpenPCS with the menu item “PLC” > “Connections…”.

Figure 5-1 - How to open connections window
This will show a list of the currently defined connections:
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Figure 5-2 - Existing connections window
To define a new connection, press “New”.

1

2

Figure 5-3 - New connection window
Enter a name – The “Name” is used to uniquely identify a connection. It must be unique and is used to
match against the device’s target “communication”. To use the eNode-generated name, here you would enter
the default value such as “192.168.1.30@23042”. Alternatively, you can create your own name and reassign the
device connection later.
1

2

Select a “driver” – This defines how to communicate. This will open a new window as follows.
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1

2

Figure 5-4 - Select driver window

1
2

Select “TCPName” – This allows a choice of hostname or IP address of the target.
Press OK to accept.

This will take you back to the previous window and have “TCPName” as the selected driver.

1

Figure 5-5 - Connection with a driver
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Click “Settings” to open a new window to enter the hostname (or IP address) and port as follows.

Figure 5-6 - TCPName driver settings
Enter the details of the device and click OK. Then click OK on the previous window.
The new connection has been added to the list.

Figure 5-7 - Connections with the new item
This connection can now be used by OpenPCS. If you entered the same connection name as was autogenerated
by eNode Designer, this is all you need to do. Otherwise, you need to set the device to use this new connection.
This is described in the next section.
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Set the connection of a device

Each device requires a “connection” which describes how to communicate with it. Each ADH device should be
represented by one OpenPCS device. If valid, the connection is one in the known connection set, as described in
section 5.1.
To view or set the connection of a device, open the “PLC” > “Resource Properties” as shown below.

Figure 5-8 - How to open resource properties

Doing so will open a new window like the following:
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Figure 5-9 - Resource properties window
To work with the ADH, the
• Hardware Module must be set to smartgrid.
• Network Connection must be set to the connection which contains the IP address (or hostname) of the
device.
Use the menu option to ensure these options are correct, and the press OK.

5.3

Installing the OpenPCS ADH licence

Compiling an OpenPCS PLC project is target-platform dependant and requires a licence. Installation packages
containing the PLC contain a licence file named “smartgrid.cab”. To “build” the PLC program for the target, this
licence needs to be installed in OpenPCS.
Note: No licence is required to start development. OpenPCS is free and can be used to write PLC programs in
each IEC 61131 defined language. To build the project and send it to the device, the OpenPCS ADH licence file
needs to be installed.
To do this, see Appendix A - Installing OpenPCS.
To see if a current licence is installed, ensure the resource properties shows “smartgrid” (see Figure 5-9 - Resource
properties window) and the just “build” any PLC program. A “licence error” will occur if it is not licenced.

5.4

Including a PLC Program

Each of the six IEC 61131 languages are supported by OpenPCS and the ADH. Programming the PLC can use
any combination of these languages across multiple files. How to write these programs is outside the scope of this
document, however the basics of how to include the code is demonstrated below.
Exporting a new project from eNode Designer yields a view of project in OpenPCS structure as follows:
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Figure 5-10 - Opening a new project
The “tick” mark means that the object is included in the OpenPCS project – or “linked to the active resource”. By
default, the ADHSymbols.poe is included, meaning all its variables are defined globally for use by all programs.
To include a PLC program source, right click it and select “Link to Active Resource”.

Figure 5-11 - Including PLC source code in the project
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Forwarding the PLC program to the device

To allow the PLC program to run on the device, there must:
1. Have a resource with “smartgrid” hardware module (see 5.2)
2. Have a correct “connection” describing the IP address of the target (see 5.2)
3. Have a PLC ‘source’ file written and included in the project (see 5.4)
4. All included source files must be valid (can be ‘built’ correctly)
5. Have an active network connection between the PC running OpenPCS and the target device.
To ‘build’ the project, select the ‘rebuild’ button at the top of the screen, or use the “PLC” > “Rebuild Active Resource”
menu item.

Figure 5-12 - Rebuild the project

An extract from an example output log is shown below for a successfully compiled program:

...
Linking resource: ADHRESOURCE ...
Linking: C:\USERS\NICHOLAS-RI\DOCUMENTS\TEMP\PLC\USER
MANUAL\$GEN$\ADHResource\$TASK00$.CRD.
Linking: C:\USERS\NICHOLAS-RI\DOCUMENTS\TEMP\PLC\USER
MANUAL\$GEN$\ADHResource\LD1.CRD.
Code size in bytes: 68785.
Number of segments: 21.
0 error(s), 0 warning(s) - C:\USERS\NICHOLAS-RI\DOCUMENTS\TEMP\PLC\USER
MANUAL\$GEN$\ADHResource\ADHResource.PCD.
Executing Post-Build-Steps:
Total:
0 error(s) 0 warning(s)
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Once successful compilation is reached, you can now “Go online” to send the configuration to the device. Access
this be pressing the menu button or by windows menu item “PLC” > “Online”.

Figure 5-13 - Go online access

If the PLC program on the device does not match exactly the one generated by OpenPCS, a window will show:

Figure 5-14 - Send current PLC program window
Clicking “Yes” will send the project to the device. When sending a new program to the device, by default it is not
running. You must manually start the PLC using any of the “Start” buttons at the top of the screen.

Figure 5-15 - Start the PLC
Once started, the PLC will continue to run until stopped. After reboot, it will retain its last “running” or “stopped”
state.
An example ladder program is shown below when “online”. When online, the current values can be seen – the red
line indicate it is active, and the blue indicates inactive. From this figure we can see that DI_1_1_Value is ‘0’, so
DO_1_1_Value is also set to ‘0’.
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Figure 5-16 - Ladder program live
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6 Concurrent Command Support
In an electrical utility environment, there are usually restrictions on how many commands can operate
simultaneously. Often, this is restricted to a single command.
Using the PLC to forward commands, however, means there needs to be one command in to the PLC, and one
coming out at the same time. This means there needs to be two commands active at the same time.
The option of which, and how many, commands may run at the same time is configurable in eNode Designer by
using “command groups”. Each command group has a maximum number of active commands and applies to all
data objects in that group.
To use PLC command forwarding either:
(a) The maximum number of active commands must be at least two (2); or,
(b) The incoming and outgoing command data objects must be in different command groups.
When creating projects, it is often easier to set the maximum number of active commands to at least two (2).
Important: When creating a new project and using PLC command forwarding, always remember to set the
command group options.

6.1

Command Group Configuration

The configuration for command groups can be access from the menu bar “Tools” > “Edit Command Groups” menu.

Figure 6-1 - Accessing command groups

This will raise a window for the configuration options. The maximum number of active commands in this group is
set to two (2) to allow the PLC to forward commands.
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Figure 6-2 - Command groups window
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7 Troubleshooting
Several troubleshooting steps are shown below. Once a program is up and running, changing the PLC data point
mapping changes is the most common source of issues.
Unusual things can happen when the eNode Designer project understanding of the data points does not match that
of OpenPCS.
If this is suspected, re-export the OpenPCS project from eNode Designer project, re-compile and go online to send
the new configuration (if there are any changes).
Issue
Connection does not exist
“No licence found” when building
Hardware description not found:
smartgrid
PLC not running
Unusual behaviour on a newer
PLC program

Resolution
Define a connection and ensure the device is set to use it. See 5.
Install the ADH driver: Appendix A - Installing OpenPCS
Install the ADH driver: Appendix A - Installing OpenPCS
PLC must be started after a new configuration is sent. See 5.5
Unusual things can happen when the eNode Designer project
understanding of the data points does not match that of OpenPCS.
Re-export the OpenPCS project in eNode Designer, re-compile and go
online to send the new configuration (if there are any changes). If no
changes, check your PLC program.
Table 7-1 - Troubleshooting
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8.1

Main Table Columns

8.1.1.1

Tag
Description
Data Entry

1

Max Length

N/A

Data Entry

A description for this data point.
String

Min Length

0

Max Length

N/A

Input Option

Mandatory

Data Type
Description
Data Entry

Values

Input Option

8.1.1.4

Mandatory

Description
Description

8.1.1.3

String

Min Length

Input Option

8.1.1.2

The unique tag name of the data point associated with eNode Designer.

The data type of the point in the PLC.
Drop down menu
Single Point – A single bit representation of the data.
Double Point – A two-bit representation of the data. The first bit is the ‘off’-contact,
the second bit is the ‘on’-contact.
Unsigned 8 – An 8 bit unsigned integer
Integer 8 – An 8 bit signed integer
Unsigned 16 – A 16 bit unsigned integer
Integer 16 - A 16 bit signed integer
Unsigned 32 – A 32 bit unsigned integer
Integer 32 – A 32 bit signed integer
Float 32 - A 32-bit, single precision floating point number.
Mandatory

Exchange Type

Commands only
Description
Data Entry
Values
Input Option

8.1.1.5

Whether the command is a single-stage or multi-stage command.
Drop down menu
Command (Single Stage) – A command where only direct operates are supported.
Command (Multi Stage) – A command which must have a “Select” before “Operate”
Mandatory

Detail Level

PLC Output Commands only
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The amount of detail available to the PLC programmer.
Drop down menu
Simple – Only simple information is available to the PLC, see 4.1.2.2.
Full Details – All information is available to the PLC, see 4.1.2.1.
Mandatory

Attempts

PLC Output Commands only
Description
Data Entry

Integer via Text Field

Minimum

0

Maximum

65535

Input Option

8.1.1.7

The number of attempts to send the command. A re-attempt is only used if the
command fails. A value of zero (0) indicates retry forever.

Mandatory for simple detail level

Retry Period (ms)

PLC Output Commands only; when attempt count is not one (1).
Description
Data Entry

Integer via Text Field

Minimum

0

Maximum

2147483647

Input Option

8.2

The amount of time to wait before re-attempting the command if the command fails,
in milliseconds.

Mandatory for simple detail level where the attempt count is not one (1).

Data Type Definitions

The definitions of each data type are described below.
Data Type
Single Point

Double Point

Unsigned 8
Integer 8
Unsigned 16
Integer 16
Unsigned 32
Integer 32
Float 32

Description
A one-bit (Boolean) value. Typically,
0 = “false” or “off”
1 = “true” or “on”.
A two-bit value. Bit 0 represents “Off” and bit 1 represents “On”. This indicates that
00 = Intermediate / Transitional period
01 = Off
10 = On
11 = Invalid
An 8-bit unsigned integer.
Range: 0 to 255
An 8-bit signed integer.
Range: -128 to 127
A 16-bit unsigned integer.
Range: 0 to 65535
A 16-bit signed integer.
Range: -32768 to 32767
A 32-bit unsigned integer.
Range: 0 to 4294967295
A 32-bit signed integer.
Range: -2147483648 to 2147483647
A 32-bit, single precision floating point number.
Table 8-1 - Data type definitions

8.3
Flag
GOOD

Quality Flag Definitions
Short
OK

Definition
Validity: no abnormal condition of the data acquisition is detected
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INVALID
QUESTIONABLE
OVERFLOW

IV
Q
OV

OUTOFRANGE
BAD_REFERENCE

OR
BREF

OSCILLATORY

OSC

FAILURE
OUT_DATED

FAIL
OLD

INACCURATE

INAC

INCONSISTENT

INC

TRANSIENT

TR

CARRY

CY

COUNTER_ADJUSTED

CA

DERIVED
PROTOCOL_COMMUNICATION_LOST

DER
PNC

ADH_COMMUNICATION_LOST
SUBSTITUTED
TEST
OPERATOR_BLOCKED

ANC
SB
TEST
BL

Reference Guide

Validity: value is invalid or unknown
Validity: value is in doubt and should not be relied on
Detail: value cannot be represented in the given format (should have
INVALID validity)
Detail: value is outside a predefined range
Detail: value may not be correct due to a reference being out of
calibration (e.g. in an Analog to Digital Converter a known input gives
wrong output)
Detail: value is currently oscillating (e.g. digital input continually
changing 0/1). The data object value is not updated during this time
Detail: value is INVALID due to a failure
Detail: value is out of date, it may have changed since the last
notification (should have QUESTIONABLE validity)
Detail: value does not meet the stated accuracy of the source
(should have QUESTIONABLE validity)
Detail: an evaluation function has detected an inconsistency (should
have QUESTIONABLE validity)
Detail: Equipment is in a transient state. Used in step-position
information
Detail: Carry indicates (e.g. counter) overflow occurs when the value
goes over-bound and resets to zero
Detail: Counter was adjusted since the last reading (e.g. initialised to
a new value)
Detail: The value is calculated, not a measurement
Detail: Protocol updating the ADH data point has lost communication
to the source
Detail: Not connected to the ADH application source of the data point
Source: value, quality or time has been substituted
Test: test values should not be used for operational purposes
Further update of the value has been blocked by an operator. The
value shall be the same as it was before blocking

Table 8-2 - ADH quality flags.
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9 Appendix A - Installing OpenPCS
The fully compliant IEC 61131 Programmable Logic Controller software and configuration tool is supplied by the
German company infoteam Software AG. The programming tool is called OpenPCS.
If you want to create, examine or modify PLC application logic, you will need to install this tool.
1. Install OpenPCS v7.04 via PS704e.exe.
2. Install the SystemCORP driver.
a. By the toolbar “Extras” > “Tools” > “Driver Install…”

Figure 9-1 - Installing the SystemCORP driver in OpenPCS
b. Browse to the directory containing the SystemCORP driver – smartgrid.cab. Select the driver and
press install. When complete, exit the driver window.

Figure 9-2 - Select driver window

3. You can now use all features of OpenPCS. For example, open the structured text programming file by
double clicking it, or the ladder diagram by double clicking it. You can then view, create and modify the PLC
code, build and sent it to the target platform.
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Figure 9-3 - Example structured text
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